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     2 This office memo No. CTE-TP/TRNG/28/2020-TPS, Dt. 10.07.2020

In continuation of the circular memo reference 2nd above cited, ‘Industrial Training programme on Energy harvesting materials, characterization, Techniques and Applications (ICTO-CP-06)’ scheduled from 13.07.2020 to 31.07.2020 (03 Weeks) at NITTTR, Chandigarh stipulated for facilitating vertical movement of faculty members as per AICTE norms. In this connection, the relevant faculty who have registered and undergoing the Industrial Training program may send their details on or before 15.07.2020 through the following Google form link:

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSceCMIUBa2PYPu6FEBxh7L21BkwMEIziu59QaCs6TtQnZ12txQ/viewform?usp=sf_link

In this connection, the Principals of all Government Polytechnics of Telangana State are hereby informed to instruct the faculty who are undergoing above Industrial Training programme at NITTTR, Chandigarh to send the details through the above Google form link.

The receipt of the memo shall be acknowledged.
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To,
The Principals of all Government Polytechnics in the State.
Copy to the Secretary, SBTET, T.S., Hyderabad.
Copy to the Director, NITTTR, Chandigarh.